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Bookouture. Paperback. Condition: New. 486 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.1in. x 1.0in.Move over
Jackie Collins, theres a new blockbuster star in town. New! Magazine Fame, fortune and five-star
luxury. Meet four fabulous women - all of them hold a dark secret. . . one of them wont live to tell
the tale. Nancy Arlow - the fading entertainer determined to gamble and charm her way out of a
mountain of debt. Laura Everett - behind the faade of the perfect politicians wife lies a woman with
an outrageous past and a spiraling drug habit. Portia Safari - the world famous opera diva, adored
by millions, has it all, but could her secret drinking problem cost her everything Martha clair - The
millionaire wine heiress whose appetite for kinky sex could bring down her fathers business empire.
Each woman must face their own addiction before they pay the ultimate price. . . Switch off your
phone, grab a glass of bubbly and escape into an outrageous word of thrills, glamour and passion.
Youll be addicted. . . This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

I just started o  reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Ga ylor d-- Dessie Ga ylor d

A whole new eBook with a new point of view. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am delighted to explain how this is actually the
finest book i have read through during my very own life and could be he best publication for at any time.
-- Sca r lett Str a cke-- Sca r lett Str a cke
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